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Edge Guided GANs with Multi-Scale Contrastive
Learning for Semantic Image Synthesis

Hao Tang, Guolei Sun, Nicu Sebe, Luc Van Gool

Abstract—We propose a novel edge guided generative adversarial network with contrastive learning (ECGAN) for the challenging
semantic image synthesis task. Although considerable improvements have been achieved by the community in the recent period,
the quality of synthesized images is far from satisfactory due to three largely unresolved challenges. 1) The semantic labels do not
provide detailed structural information, making it challenging to synthesize local details and structures; 2) The widely adopted CNN
operations such as convolution, down-sampling, and normalization usually cause spatial resolution loss and thus cannot fully preserve
the original semantic information, leading to semantically inconsistent results (e.g., missing small objects); 3) Existing semantic image
synthesis methods focus on modeling “local” semantic information from a single input semantic layout. However, they ignore “global”
semantic information of multiple input semantic layouts, i.e., semantic cross-relations between pixels across different input layouts. To
tackle 1), we propose to use the edge as an intermediate representation which is further adopted to guide image generation via a
proposed attention guided edge transfer module. Edge information is produced by a convolutional generator and introduces detailed
structure information. To tackle 2), we design an effective module to selectively highlight class-dependent feature maps according to
the original semantic layout to preserve the semantic information. To tackle 3), inspired by current methods in contrastive learning, we
propose a novel contrastive learning method, which aims to enforce pixel embeddings belonging to the same semantic class to generate
more similar image content than those from different classes. We further propose a novel multi-scale contrastive learning method that
aims to push same-class features from different scales closer together being able to capture more semantic relations by explicitly
exploring the structures of labeled pixels from multiple input semantic layouts from different scales. Experiments on three challenging
datasets show that our methods achieve significantly better results than state-of-the-art approaches. The source code is available at
https://github.com/Ha0Tang/ECGAN.

Index Terms—GANs, Edge Guided, Multi-Scale, Contrastive Learning, Semantic Image Synthesis.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

Semantic image synthesis refers to generating photo-
realistic images conditioned on pixel-level semantic labels.
This task has a wide range of applications such as image
editing and content generation [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Although
existing methods conducted interesting explorations, we
still observe unsatisfactory aspects, mainly in the gener-
ated local structures and details, as well as small-scale
objects, which we believe are mainly due to three reasons:
1) Conventional methods [4], [6], [7] generally take the
semantic label map as input directly. However, the input
label map provides only structural information between
different semantic-class regions and does not contain any
structural information within each semantic-class region,
making it difficult to synthesize rich local structures within
each class. Taking label map S in Figure 1 as an example,
the generator does not have enough structural guidance to
produce a realistic bed, window, and curtain from only the
input label (S). 2) The classic deep network architectures
are constructed by stacking convolutional, down-sampling,
normalization, non-linearity, and up-sampling layers, which
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will cause the problem of spatial resolution losses of the
input semantic labels. 3) Existing methods for this task are
typically based on global image-level generation. In other
words, they accept a semantic layout containing several
object classes and aim to generate the appearance of each
one using the same network. In this way, all the classes are
treated equally. However, because different semantic classes
have distinct properties, using specified network learning
for each would intuitively facilitate the complex generation
of multiple classes.

To address these three issues, in this paper, we propose
a novel edge guided generative adversarial network with
contrastive learning (ECGAN) for semantic image synthesis.
The overall framework of ECGAN is shown in Figure 1. To
tackle 1), we first propose an edge generator to produce
the edge features and edge maps. Then the generated edge
features and edge maps are selectively transferred to the
image generator and improve the quality of the synthesized
image by using our attention guided edge transfer module.
To tackle 2), we propose an effective semantic preserv-
ing module, which aims at selectively highlighting class-
dependent feature maps according to the original semantic
layout. We also propose a new similarity loss to model the
relationship between semantic categories. Specifically, given
a generated label S′′ and corresponding ground truth S,
similarity loss constructs a similarity map to supervise the
learning. To tackle 3), a straightforward solution would be to
model the generation of different image classes individually.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed ECGAN. It consists of a parameter-sharing encoder E, an edge generator Ge, an image
generator Gi, an attention guided edge transfer module Gt, a label generator Gl, a similarity loss module, a contrastive
learning module Gc (not shown for brevity), and a multi-modality discriminator D. Both Ge and Gi are connected by
Gt from two levels, i.e., edge feature-level and content-level, to generate realistic images. Gs is proposed to preserve the
semantic information of the input semantic labels. Gl aims to transfer the generated image back to the label for calculating
the similarity loss. Gc tries to capture more semantic relations by explicitly exploring the structures of labeled pixels from
multiple input semantic layouts. D aims to distinguish the outputs from two modalities, i.e., edge and image. The whole
framework can be end-to-end trained so that each component can benefit from each other. The symbol c⃝ denotes channel-
wise concatenation.

By so doing, each class could have its own generation
network structure or parameters, thus greatly avoiding the
learning of a biased generation space. However, there is a
fatal disadvantage to this. That is, the number of parameters
of the network will increase linearly with the number of
semantic classes N , which will cause memory overflow and
make it impossible to train the model. If we use pe and
pd to denote the number of parameters of the encoder and
decoder, respectively, then the total number of the network
parameter should be pe+N×pd since we need a new de-
coder for each class. To further address this limitation, we
introduce a pixel-wise contrastive learning approach that
elevates the current image-wise training method to a pixel-
wise method. By leveraging the global semantic similarities
present in labeled training layouts, this method leads to the
development of a well-structured feature space. In this case,
the total number of the network parameter only is pe+pd.
Moreover, we explore image generation from a class-specific
context, which is beneficial for generating richer details
compared to the existing image-level generation methods.
A new class-specific pixel generation strategy is proposed
for this purpose. It can effectively handle the generation
of small objects and details, which are common difficulties
encountered by the global-based generation.

With the proposed ECGAN, we achieve new state-of-
the-art results on Cityscapes [8], ADE20K [9], and COCO-
Stuff [10] datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of our
approach in generating images with complex scenes and
showing significantly better results compared with existing
methods. To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We propose a novel ECGAN for the challenging seman-
tic image synthesis task. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to explore the edge generation from
semantic layouts and then utilize the generated edges

to guide the generation of realistic images.
• We propose an effective attention guided edge transfer

module to selectively transfer useful edge structure
information from the edge generation branch to the
image generation branch.

• We design a new semantic preserving module to high-
light class-dependent feature maps based on the input
semantic label map for generating semantically consis-
tent results.

• We propose a new similarity loss to capture the intra-
class and inter-class semantic dependencies, leading to
robust training.

• We propose a novel contrastive learning method, which
learns a well-structured pixel semantic embedding
space by utilizing global semantic similarities among
labeled layouts. Moreover, we propose a multi-scale
contrastive learning method with two novel multi-scale
and cross-scale losses that enforces local-global feature
consistency between low-resolution global and high-
resolution local features extracted from different scales.

• We conduct extensive experiments on three challenging
datasets under diverse scenarios, i.e., Cityscapes [8],
ADE20K [9], and COCO-Stuff [10]. Both qualitative and
quantitative results show that the proposed methods
are able to produce remarkably better results than exist-
ing baseline models regarding both visual fidelity and
alignment with the input semantic layouts. Moreover,
our methods can generate multi-modal images and
edges, which have not been considered by existing
state-of-the-art methods.

Part of the material presented here appeared in [11].
The current paper extends [11] in several ways. (1) We
present a more detailed analysis of related works by in-
cluding recently published works dealing with semantic
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image synthesis and contrastive learning. (2) We propose
a novel module, i.e., multi-scale contrastive learning, to
push the same-class features from different scales to be
similar by using the proposed multi-scale and cross-scale
contrastive learning losses. Equipped with this new module,
our ECGAN proposed in [11] is upgraded to ECGAN++. (3)
We extend the quantitative and qualitative experiments by
comparing our ECGAN and ECGAN++ with the very re-
cent works on three public datasets. Extensive experiments
show that the proposed ECGAN++ achieves the best results
compared with existing methods.

2 RELATED WORK

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [12] have two
important components, i.e., a generator and a discrimi-
nator. Both are trained in an adversarial way to achieve
a balance. Recently, GANs have shown the capability of
generating realistic images [13], [14]. Moreover, to generate
user-specific content, Conditional GANs (CGANs) [15] have
been proposed. CGANs usually combine a vanilla GAN and
some external information such as class labels [16], [17],
human poses [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], text descriptions [23],
[24], [25], [26], graphs [27], and segmentation maps [3], [28],
[29], [30], [31], [32], [33].
Image-to-Image Translation aims to generate the target
image based on an input image. CGANs have achieved
decent results in both paired [2], [34] and unpaired [35]
image translation tasks. For instance, Isola et al. propose
Pix2pix [2], which employs a CGAN to learn a transla-
tion mapping from input to output image domains such
as map-to-photo and day-to-night. Moreover, Zhu et al.
[35] introduce CycleGAN, which targets unpaired image-
to-image translation using the cycle-consistency loss. To
further improve the quality of the generated images, the
attention mechanism has been recently investigated in im-
age translation tasks [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. Attention
mechanism assigns context elements weights which define a
weighted sum over context representation [41], [42], which
has been used in many other computer vision tasks such as
depth estimation [43] and semantic segmentation [44], and
have shown great effectiveness.

Different from previous attention-related image genera-
tion works, we propose a novel attention guided edge trans-
fer module to transfer useful edge structure information
from the edge generation branch to the image generation
branch at two different levels, i.e., feature level and content
level. To the best of our knowledge, our module is the first
attempt to incorporate both edge feature attention and edge
content attention within a GAN framework for image-to-
image translation tasks.
Edge Guided Image Generation. Edge maps are usually
adopted in image inpainting [45], [46], [47] and image super-
resolution [48] tasks to reconstruct the missing structure
information of the inputs. For example, Pix2pix [2] adopts
edge maps as input and aims to generate realistic shoes and
handbags, which can be seen as an edge-to-image transla-
tion problem. Moreover, [46] proposed an edge generator
to hallucinate edges in the missing regions given edges,
which can be regarded as an edge completion problem.
Using edge images as the structural guidance, EdgeConnect

[46] achieves good results even for some highly structured
scenes. To recover meaningful structures, [45] implemented
edge-preserved smooth images, serving as representations
of the overarching structures inherent in image scenes.
When these images are used as a navigational tool for
the structure reconstructor, the network has the capacity to
concentrate on the recuperation of these global structures,
undeterred by any extraneous texture data.

Unlike previous works, including [45], [46], we propose
a novel edge generator to perform a new task, i.e., semantic
label-to-edge translation. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to generate edge maps from semantic labels.
Then the generated edge maps, with more local structure
information, can be used to improve the quality of the image
results.
Semantic Image Synthesis aims to generate a photo-
realistic image from a semantic label map [1], [4], [5], [6],
[49], [50], [51], [52], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58]. With
semantic information as guidance, existing methods have
achieved promising performance. However, we can still
observe unsatisfying aspects, especially on the generation
of the small-scale objects, which we believe is mainly due to
the problem of spatial resolution losses associated with deep
network operations such as convolution, normalization,
down-sampling, etc. To solve this problem, [6] proposed
GauGAN, which uses the input semantic labels to modulate
the activations in normalization layers through a spatially-
adaptive transformation. However, the spatial resolution
losses caused by other operations, such as convolution
and down-sampling, have not been resolved. Moreover, we
observe that the input label map has only a few semantic
classes in the entire dataset. Thus the generator should focus
more on learning these existing semantic classes rather than
all the semantic classes.

To tackle both limitations, we propose a novel seman-
tic preserving module, which aims to selectively highlight
class-dependent feature maps according to the input labels
for generating semantically consistent images. We also pro-
pose a new similarity loss to model the intra-class and inter-
class semantic dependencies.
Contrastive Learning. Recently, the most compelling meth-
ods for learning representations without labels have been
unsupervised contrastive learning [59], [60], [61], [62], [63],
[64], which significantly outperform other pretext task-
based alternatives [65], [66], [67]. Contrastive learning aims
to learn the general features of unlabeled data by teaching
and guiding the model which data points are different or
similar. For example, [61] proposed VideoMoCo for unsu-
pervised video representation learning. [63] introduced a
simple framework for contrastive learning of visual repre-
sentations, which we call SimCLR. [68] designed a region-
aware contrastive learning to explore semantic relations
for the specific semantic segmentation problem. Both [69]
and [64] also proposed two new contrastive learning-based
strategies for semantic segmentation.

However, we propose a novel contrastive learning
method for semantic image synthesis in this paper. This syn-
thesis task is very different from the semantic segmentation
task, which requires us to tailor the network structure and
loss function. Specifically, we propose a new training pro-
tocol that explores global pixel relations in labeled layouts
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Fig. 2: Structure of the proposed edge generator Ge, attention guided edge transfer module Gt, and image generator Gi.
Ge selectively transfers useful local structure information to Gi using the proposed attention guided transfer module Gt.
The symbols ⊕, ⊗, and σ⃝ denote element-wise addition, element-wise multiplication, and Sigmoid activation function,
respectively.

for regularizing the generation embedding space. Moreover,
we extend it to a multi-scale version that can enforce local-
global feature consistency between low-resolution global
and high-resolution local features by introducing two new
multi-scale and cross-scale contrastive learning losses.

3 EDGE GUIDED GANS WITH CONTRASTIVE
LEARNING

Framework Overview. Figure 1 shows the overall structure
of ECGAN for semantic image synthesis, which consists
of a semantic and edge guided generator G and a multi-
modality discriminator D. The generator G consists of eight
components: (1) a parameter-sharing convolutional encoder
E is proposed to produce deep feature maps F ; (2) an edge
generator Ge is adopted to generate edge maps I ′e taking as
input deep features from the encoder; (3) an image generator
Gi is used to produce intermediate images I ′; (4) an atten-
tion guided edge transfer module Gt is designed to forward
useful structure information from the edge generator to
the image generator; (5) the semantic preserving module
Gs is developed to selectively highlight class-dependent
feature maps according to the input label for generating
semantically consistent images I ′′; (6) a label generator Gl

is employed to produce the label from I ′′; (7) the similarity
loss is proposed to calculate the intra-class and inter-class
relationships. (8) the contrastive learning module Gc aims
to model global semantic relations between training pixels,
guiding pixel embeddings towards cross-image category-
discriminative representations that eventually improve the
generation performance.

Meanwhile, to effectively train the network, we propose
a multi-modality discriminator D that distinguishes the
outputs from both modalities, i.e., edge and image.

3.1 Edge Guided Semantic Image Synthesis
Parameter-Sharing Encoder. The backbone encoder E can
employ any deep network architecture, e.g., the commonly

used AlexNet [70], VGG [71], and ResNet [72]. We directly
utilize the feature maps from the last convolutional layer
as deep feature representations, i.e., F=E(S), where E
represents the encoder; S∈RN×H×W is the input label, with
H and W as width and height of the input semantic labels,
and N as the total number of semantic classes. Optionally,
one can always combine multiple intermediate feature maps
to enhance the feature representation. The encoder is shared
by the edge generator and the image generator. Then, the
gradients from the two generators all contribute to updating
the parameters of the encoder. This compact design can
potentially enhance the deep representations as the encoder
can simultaneously learn structure representations from the
edge generation branch and appearance representations
from the image generation branch.
Edge Guided Image Generation. As discussed, the lack of
detailed structure or geometry guidance makes it extremely
difficult for the generator to produce realistic local structures
and details. To overcome this limitation, we propose to
adopt the edge as guidance. A novel edge generator Ge

is designed to directly generate the edge maps from the
input semantic labels. This also facilitates the shared en-
coder to learn more local structures of the targeted images.
Meanwhile, the image generator Gi aims to generate photo-
realistic images from the input labels. In this way, the
encoder is boosted to learn the appearance information of
the targeted images.

Previous works [1], [4], [5], [6], [7] directly use deep
networks to generate the target image, which is challenging
since the network needs to simultaneously learn appearance
and structure information from the input labels. In contrast,
the proposed method learns structure and appearance sepa-
rately via the proposed edge generator and image generator.
Moreover, the explicit guidance from the ground truth edge
maps can also facilitate the training of the encoder. The
framework of both edge and image generators is illustrated
in Figure 2. Given the feature maps from the last convo-
lutional layer of the encoder, i.e., F∈RC×H×W , where H
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Fig. 3: Top: Overview of the proposed semantic preserving module Gs, which aims at capturing the semantic information
and predicts scaling factors conditioned on the combined feature maps F . These learned factors selectively highlight class-
dependent feature maps, which are visualized in different colors. The symbols ⊕, ⊗, and σ⃝ denote element-wise addition,
element-wise multiplication, and Sigmoid activation function, respectively. Bottom: Visualization of three different feature
channels in F ′ on Cityscapes, i.e., road, car, and vegetation.

and W are the width and height of the features, and C
is the number of channels, the edge generator produces
edge features and edge maps which are further utilized
to guide the image generator to generate the intermediate
image I ′. The edge generator Ge contains n convolution
layers and correspondingly produces n intermediate feature
maps Fe={F j

e }nj=1. After that, another convolution layer
with Tanh non-linear activation is utilized to generate the
edge map I ′e∈R3×H×W . Meanwhile, the feature maps F is
also fed into the image generator Gi to generate n interme-
diate feature maps Fi={F j

i }nj=1. Then another convolution
operation with Tanh non-linear activation is adopted to
produce the intermediate image I ′i∈R3×H×W . In addition,
the intermediate edge feature maps Fe and the edge map
I ′e are utilized to guide the generation of the image feature
maps Fi and the intermediate image I ′ via the Attention
Guided Edge Transfer as detailed below.

Attention Guided Edge Transfer. We further propose a
novel attention guided edge transfer module Gt to explic-
itly employ the edge structure information to refine the
intermediate image representations. The architecture of the
proposed transfer module Gt is illustrated in Figure 2.
To transfer useful structure information from edge feature
maps Fe={F j

e }nj=1 to the image feature maps Fi={F j
i }nj=1,

the edge feature maps are firstly processed by a Sigmoid
activation function to generate the corresponding attention
maps Fa=Sigmoid(Fe)={F j

a}nj=1. The attention aims to
provide structural information (which cannot be provided
by the input label map) within each semantic class. Then,
we multiply the generated attention maps with the corre-
sponding image feature maps to obtain the refined maps,
which incorporate local structures and details. Finally, the
edge refined features are element-wisely summed with the
original image features to produce the final edge refined
features, which are further fed to the next convolution layer
as F j

i =Sigmoid(F j
e )×F j

i +F j
i (j=1, · · · , n). In this way, the

image feature maps also contain the local structure informa-

tion provided by the edge feature maps. Similarly, to directly
employ the structure information from the generated edge
map I

′

e for image generation, we adopt the attention guided
edge transfer module to refine the generated image directly
with edge information as

I ′ = Sigmoid(I ′e)× I ′i + I ′i, (1)

where I ′a=Sigmoid(I ′e) is the generated attention map. We
also visualize the results in Figure 11.

3.2 Semantic Preserving Image Enhancement
Semantic Preserving Module. Due to the spatial resolu-
tion loss caused by convolution, normalization, and down-
sampling layers, existing models [1], [5], [6], [7] cannot fully
preserve the semantic information of the input labels as
illustrated in Figure 8. For instance, the small “pole” is
missing, and the large “fence” is incomplete. To tackle this
problem, we propose a novel semantic preserving module,
which aims to select class-dependent feature maps and
further enhance it through the guidance of the original
semantic layout. An overview of the proposed semantic pre-
serving module Gs is shown in Figure 3(left). Specifically,
the input of the module denoted as F , is the concatena-
tion of the input label S, the generated intermediate edge
map I ′e and image I ′, and the deep feature F produced
from the shared encoder E. Then, we apply a convolution
operation on F to produce a new feature map Fc with
the number of channels equal to the number of semantic
categories, where each channel corresponds to a specific
semantic category (a similar conclusion can be found in
[44]). Next, we apply the averaging pooling operation on
Fc to obtain the global information of each class, followed
by a Sigmoid activation function to derive scaling factors γ′

as in γ′=Sigmoid(AvgPool(Fc)), where each value repre-
sents the importance of the corresponding class. Then, the
scaling factor γ′ is adopted to reweight the feature map
Fc and highlight corresponding class-dependent feature
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Fig. 4: Current semantic image synthesis methods learn to map pixels to an embedding space but ignore intrinsic structures
of labeled training data (i.e., inter-layout relations among pixels from the same class, marked with the same color). Our
proposed approach, pixel-wise contrastive learning, fosters a new training strategy by explicitly addressing intra-class
compactness and inter-class dispersion. By pulling pixels of the same class closer and pushing pixels from different classes
apart, our method can create a better-structured embedding space, which leads to the same class generating more similar
image content and improves the performance of semantic image synthesis.

maps. The reweighted feature map is further added with
the original feature Fc to compensate for information loss
due to multiplication, and produces F ′

c=Fc×γ′+Fc, where
F ′

c∈RN×H×W .
After that, we perform another convolution operation

on F ′
c to obtain the feature map F ′∈R(C+N+3+3)×H×W

to enhance the representative capability of the feature. In
addition, F ′ has the same size as the original input one F ,
which makes the module flexible and can be plugged into
other existing architectures without modifications of other
parts to refine the output. In Figure 3(right), we visualize
three channels in F ′ on Cityscapes, i.e., road, car, and
vegetation. We can easily observe that each channel learns
well the class-level deep representations.

Finally, the feature map F ′ is fed into a convolution layer
followed by a Tanh non-linear activation layer to obtain the
final result I ′′. Our semantic preserving module enhances
the representational power of the model by adaptively
recalibrating semantic class-dependent feature maps, and
shares similar spirits with style transfer [73], and SENet [74]
and EncNet [75]. One intuitive example of the utility of the
module is for the generation of small object classes: these
classes are easily missed in the generation results due to
spatial resolution loss, while our scaling factor can put an
emphasis on small objects and help preserve them.
Similarity Loss. Preserving semantic information from iso-
lated pixels is very challenging for deep networks. To explic-
itly enforce the network to capture the relationship between
semantic categories, a new similarity loss is introduced.
This loss forces the network to consider both intra-class
and inter-class pixels for each pixel in the label. Specifically,
a state-of-the-art pretrained model (i.e., SegFormer [76]) is
used to transfer the generated image I ′′ back to a label
S′′∈RN×H×W , where N is the total number of semantic
classes, and H and W represent the width and height of the
image, respectively. A conventional method uses the cross
entropy loss between S′′ and S to address this problem.
However, such a loss only considers the isolated pixel while
ignoring the semantic correlation with other pixels.

To address this limitation, we construct a similarity
map from S∈RN×H×W . Firstly, we reshape S to Ŝ∈RN×M ,

where M=HW . Next, we perform a matrix multiplication
to obtain a similarity map A=ŜŜ⊤∈RM×M . This similarity
map encodes which pixels belong to the same category,
meaning that if the j-th pixel and the i-th pixel belong to
the same category, then the value of the j-th row and the i-th
column in A is 1; otherwise, it is 0. Similarly, we can obtain
a similarity map A′′ from the label S′′. Finally, we calculate
the binary cross entropy loss between the two similarity
maps {am∈A,m∈[1,M2]} and {a′′m∈A′′,m∈[1,M2]} as

Lsim(S, S′′) = − 1

M2

M2∑
m=1

(am log a′′m + (1− am) log(1− a′′m)).

(2)
This loss explicitly captures intra-class and inter-class se-
mantic correlation, leading to better generation results.

3.3 Contrastive Learning for Semantic Image Synthe-
sis

Pixel-Wise Contrastive Learning. Existing semantic image
synthesis models use deep networks to map labeled pixels
to a non-linear embedding space. However, these models
often only take into account the “local” context of pixel
samples within an individual input semantic layout, and fail
to consider the “global” context of the entire dataset, which
includes the semantic relationships between pixels across
different input layouts. This oversight raises an important
question: what should the ideal semantic image synthesis
embedding space look like? Ideally, such a space should
not only enable accurate categorization of individual pixel
embeddings, but also exhibit a well-structured organization
that promotes intra-class similarity and inter-class differ-
ence. That is, pixels from the same class should generate
more similar image content than those from different classes
in the embedding space. Previous approaches to repre-
sentation learning propose that incorporating the inherent
structure of training data can enhance feature discrimina-
tiveness. Hence, we conjecture that despite the impressive
performance of existing algorithms, there is potential to
create a more well-structured pixel embedding space by
integrating both the local and global context.
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Fig. 5: Our proposed multi-scale contrastive learning method is built upon the multi-scale features extracted from multiple
input layouts. In addition, we introduce two novel multi-scale and cross-scale contrastive learning losses that are applied
at multiple scale features and across scale features, within a shared feature space.

The objective of unsupervised representation learning
is to train an encoder that maps each training semantic
layout S to a feature vector v=B(S), where B represents the
backbone encoder network. The resulting vector v should
be an accurate representation of S. To accomplish this task,
contrastive learning approaches use a training method that
distinguishes a positive from multiple negatives, based on
the similarity principle between samples. The InfoNCE [59],
[77] loss function, a popular choice for contrastive learning,
can be expressed as

LS = − log
exp(v · v+/τ)

exp(v · v+/τ) +
∑

v−∈NS
exp(v · v−/τ)

, (3)

where v+ represents an embedding of a positive for S, and
NS includes embeddings of negatives. The symbol “·” refers
to the inner (dot) product, and τ>0 is a temperature hyper-
parameter. It is worth noting that the embeddings used in
the loss function are normalized using the L2 method.

One limitation of this training objective design is that it
only penalizes pixel-wise predictions independently, with-
out considering the cross-relationship between pixels. To
overcome this limitation, we take inspiration from [69], [78]
and propose a contrastive learning method that operates at
the pixel level and is intended to regularize the embed-
ding space while also investigating the global structures
present in the training data (see Figure 4). Specifically, our
contrastive loss computation uses training semantic layout
pixels as data samples. For a given pixel i with its ground-
truth semantic label c, the positive samples consist of other
pixels that belong to the same class c, while the negative
samples include pixels belonging to other classes C\c. As a
result, the proposed pixel-wise contrastive learning loss is
defined as follows

Li =
1

|Pi|
∑

i+∈Pi

− log
exp(i · i+/τ)

exp(i · i+/τ) +
∑

i−∈Ni
exp(i · i−/τ)

.

(4)
For each pixel i, we use Pi and Ni to represent the pixel
embedding collections of positive and negative samples,
respectively. Importantly, the positive and negative sam-
ples and the anchor i are not required to come from the
same layout. The goal of this pixel-wise contrastive learning

approach is to create an embedding space in which same-
class pixels are pulled closer together, and different-class
pixels are pushed further apart. The result of this process
is that pixels with the same class generate image contents
that are more similar, which can lead to superior generation
performance.
Multi-Scale Contrastive Learning. In this part, we extend
the pixel-level loss function Li in Eq. (4) to an arbitrary scale
loss function Ls

i for calculating the contrastive learning loss,
where s means the s-th scale feature representation, and we
have a total of S different scales. This strategy regularizes
the feature space of different scales by pulling features of
the same class closer and pulling features of different classes
apart, leading to a more well-structured feature space.

The overview framework of the proposed multi-scale
contrastive learning is shown in Figure 5. First, the input
layouts go through the backbone encoder network B to
obtain multi-scale representation. Next, we use a weighted
sum at different scales to constraint the multi-scale features

Lms
i =

S∑
s=1

wsLs
i = w1L1

i + · · ·+ wsLs
i + · · ·+ wSLS

i =

w1
1

|P 1
i |

∑
i1+∈P 1

i

− log
exp(i1 · i1+/τ)

exp(i1 · i1+/τ) +
∑

i1−∈N1
i
exp(i1 · i1−/τ)

+ · · ·+

ws
1

|P s
i |

∑
is+∈P s

i

− log
exp(is · is+/τ)

exp(is · is+/τ) +
∑

is−∈Ns
i
exp(is · is−/τ)

+ · · ·+

wS
1

|PS
i |

∑
iS+∈PS

i

− log
exp(iS · iS+/τ)

exp(iS · iS+/τ) +
∑

iS−∈NS
i
exp(iS · iS−/τ)

.

(5)
To identify the semantic classes in each pixel of different
scale feature maps, we use the original input layout down-
sampled to the spatial dimensions. We select the feature
pairs with the same semantic label and at the same scale
as positive pairs. On the contrary, we choose the feature
pairs with different semantic labels and within the same
scale as negative pairs. Specifically, for each pixel is, we
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use P s
i and Ns

i to represent the pixel embedding collections
of positive and negative samples at the s-th scale feature
representation, respectively. Noth that the positive and neg-
ative samples and the anchor is are from different layouts
but the same scale feature embedding space. The weights
[w1, · · · , ws, · · · , wS ] control the contribution of each scale
to the overall loss. Note that the first scale loss L1

i is the
same as the pixel-wise contrastive learning Li in Eq. (4).

As shown in Figure 5, we also need to push same-
class features from different scales closer together and pull
different-class features apart. For instance, if we have two
scales sp and sq , we hope features of the same class to be
close on scales sp and sq (sp ̸=sq), and features of different
classes to be far apart on both scales sp and sq . That is,
local features should describe parts of objects/regions of
their global structure of the object and vice versa. Thus the
cross-scale contrastive learning loss can be formulated as

Lcs
i =

sp=S∑
sp=1

sq=S∑
sq=1

wsp,sqL
sp,sq
i =

w1,2L1,2
i + · · ·+ w1,sL1,s

i + · · ·+ w1,SL1,S
i + · · ·+ ws,SLs,S

i .
(6)

We downsample the original input layout into layouts of
different scales on the spatial dimension so that we can
obtain the semantic labels at each scale. We select the feature
pairs with the same semantic label but at different scales as
positive samples. In contrast, we select feature pairs with
different semantic labels and at different scales as nega-
tive samples. By doing so, we can achieve a bidirectional
local-global consistency for learning the encoder network.
The weights [w1,2, · · · , w1,s, · · · , w1,S , · · · , ws,S ] control the
contribution of each scale to the overall loss.

Eq. (5) and (6) can be added together to obtain our
complete contrastive learning loss.
Class-Specific Pixel Generation. To overcome the chal-
lenges posed by training data imbalance between different
classes and size discrepancies between different semantic
objects, we introduce a new approach that is specifically
designed to generate small object classes and fine details.
Our proposed method is a class-specific pixel generation
approach that focuses on generating image content for
each semantic class. Doing so can avoid the interference
from large object classes during joint optimization, and
each subgeneration branch can concentrate on a specific
class generation, resulting in similar generation quality for
different classes and yielding richer local image details.

An overview of the class-specific pixel generation
method is provided in Figure 4. After the proposed pixel-
wise contrastive learning, we obtain a class-specific feature
map for each pixel. Then, the feature map is fed into a de-
coder for the corresponding semantic class, which generates
an output image Îi. Since we have the proposed contrastive
learning loss, we can use the parameter-shared decoder to
generate all classes. To better learn each class, we also utilize
a pixel-wise L1 reconstruction loss, which can be expressed
as LL1=

∑N
i=1 EIi,Îi

[||Ii−Îi||1]. The final output Ig from the
pixel generation network can be obtained by performing
an element-wise addition of all the class-specific outputs:
Ig=Ig1 ⊕ Ig2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ IgN .

3.4 Model Training
Multi-Modality Discriminator. To facilitate the training of
the proposed method for high-quality edge and image gen-
eration, a novel multi-modality discriminator is developed
to simultaneously distinguish outputs from two modality
spaces, i.e., edge and image. Since the edges and RGB
images share the same structure, they can be learned us-
ing the multi-modality discriminator. In the preliminary
experiment, we also tried to use two discriminators (i.e.,
an edge discriminator and an image discriminator), but
no performance improvement was observed while increas-
ing the model complexity. Thus, we use the proposed
multi-modality discriminator. The framework of the multi-
modality discriminator is shown in Figure 1, which is capa-
ble of discriminating both real/fake images and edges. To
discriminate real/fake edges, the discriminator loss consid-
ering the semantic label S and the generated edge I ′e (or the
real edge Ie) is as

LCGAN(Ge, D) = ES,Ie [logD(S, Ie)]

+ ES,I′
e
[log(1−D(S, I ′e))] ,

(7)

which guides the model to distinguish real edges from fake
generated edges. Further, to discriminate real/fake images,
the discriminator loss regarding semantic label S and the
generated images I ′, I ′′ (or the real image I) is as Eq. (8),
which guides the model to discriminate real/fake images,

LCGAN(Gi, Gs, D) = (λ+ 1)ES,I [logD(S, I)]

+ ES,I′ [log(1−D(S, I ′))]

+ λES,I′′ [log(1−D(S, I ′′))] ,

(8)

where λ controls the losses of the two generated images.
The inclusion of I ′ and I ′′ is a cascaded coarse-to-fine
generation strategy [36], i.e., I ′ is the coarse result, while
I ′′ is the refined result. The intuition is that I ′′ will be better
generated based on I ′, so we provide I ′ to the discriminator
to ensure that I ′ is also realistic.
Optimization Objective. Equipped with the multi-modality
discriminator, we elaborate on the training objective for
the proposed method as follows. Five different losses, i.e.,
the multi-modality adversarial loss, the similarity loss, the
contrastive learning loss, the discriminator feature matching
loss Lf , and the perceptual loss Lp are used to optimize the
proposed ECGAN,

min
G

max
D

L = λc (LCGAN(Ge, D) + LCGAN(Gi, Gs, D))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Multi-Modality Adversarial Loss

+ λs Lsim(S, S′) + Lsim(S, S′′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Similarity Loss

+ λl Lms
i + Lcs

i + LL1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Contrastive Learning Loss

+ λf (Lf (Ie, I
′
e)+Lf (I, I

′)+λLf (I, I
′′))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Discriminator Feature Matching Loss

+ λp (Lp(Ie, I
′
e)+Lp(I, I

′)+λLp(I, I
′′))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Perceptual Loss

,

(9)
where λc, λs, λl, λf , and λp are the parameters of the
corresponding loss that contributes to the total loss L; where
Lf matches the discriminator intermediate features between
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Fig. 6: Existing state-of-the-art method (i.e., OASIS) vs. our proposed ECGAN on three datasets. Cityscapes: left; ADE20K:
top right four; COCO-Stuff: bottom right four.

the generated images/edges and the real images/edges;
where Lp matches the VGG extracted features between
the generated images/edges and the real images/edges.
By maximizing the discriminator loss, the generator is pro-
moted to simultaneously generate reasonable edge maps
that can capture the local-aware structure information and
generate realistic images semantically aligned with the input
labels.

3.5 Implementation Details
For both the image generator Gi and edge generator Ge, the
kernel size and padding size of convolution layers are all
3×3 and 1 for preserving the feature map size. We set n=3
for generators Gi, Gs, and Gt. The channel size of feature
F is set to C=64. For the semantic preserving module Gs,
we adopt an adaptive average pooling operation. Spectral
normalization [79] is applied to all the layers in both the
generator and discriminator. Our method incorporates the
use of the Canny edge detector [80] for the purpose of

deriving edge maps essential to our training process. In
the subsequent testing phase, our approach necessitates no
supplemental data, maintaining the fairness of comparisons
with other existing methods.

In our computation of the contrastive learning loss, we
observe a direct correlation between the number of layouts
used and the resultant performance, i.e., more layouts lead
to enhanced performance. However, a plateau is reached
when the count exceeds 8 layouts; additional layouts con-
tribute only marginal improvements to performance, while
significantly slowing down the overall training process.
Thus, with the objective of striking a balance between
performance efficiency and computational time, we elect
to use 8 layouts as input for the calculation of contrastive
learning loss. We use features from four scales in Eq. (5),
with feature map output strides of 1, 4, 8, and 16, to calculate
the multi-scale contrastive learning loss. Meanwhile, we also
downsample the input layout by 4, 8, and 16 times to obtain
the label of the corresponding scale for calculating the multi-
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TABLE 1: User study on Cityscapes, ADE20K, and COCO-Stuff. The numbers indicate the percentage of users who favor
the results of the proposed ECGAN over the competing methods.

AMT ↑ Cityscapes ADE20K COCO-Stuff

Our ECGAN vs. CRN [1] 88.8 ± 3.4 94.8 ± 2.7 95.3 ± 2.1
Our ECGAN vs. Pix2pixHD [7] 87.2 ± 2.9 93.6 ± 3.1 93.9 ± 2.4
Our ECGAN vs. SIMS [5] 85.3 ± 3.8 - -
Our ECGAN vs. GauGAN [6] 84.7 ± 4.3 88.4 ± 3.7 90.8 ± 2.5
Our ECGAN vs. DAGAN [30] 81.8 ± 3.9 86.2 ± 3.6 -
Our ECGAN vs. CC-FPSE [4] 79.5 ± 4.2 85.1 ± 3.9 86.7 ± 2.8
Our ECGAN vs. LGGAN [31] 78.4 ± 4.7 82.7 ± 4.5 -
Our ECGAN vs. OASIS [53] 76.7 ± 4.8 80.6 ± 4.5 82.5 ± 3.1

TABLE 2: User study on Cityscapes, ADE20K, and COCO-Stuff. The numbers indicate the percentage of users who favor
the results of the proposed ECGAN++ over the proposed ECGAN.

AMT ↑ Cityscapes ADE20K COCO-Stuff

Our ECGAN++ vs. Our ECGAN [11] 64.3 ± 3.2 67.5 ± 3.8 70.4 ± 2.6

TABLE 3: Quantitative comparison of different methods on Cityscapes, ADE20K, and COCO-Stuff.

Method Cityscapes ADE20K COCO-Stuff

mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓ mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓ mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓
CRN [1] 52.4 77.1 104.7 22.4 68.8 73.3 23.7 40.4 70.4
SIMS [5] 47.2 75.5 49.7 - - - - - -

Pix2pixHD [7] 58.3 81.4 95.0 20.3 69.2 81.8 14.6 45.8 111.5
GauGAN [6] 62.3 81.9 71.8 38.5 79.9 33.9 37.4 67.9 22.6
DPGAN [33] 65.2 82.6 53.0 39.2 80.4 31.7 - - -
DAGAN [30] 66.1 82.6 60.3 40.5 81.6 31.9 - - -

SelectionGAN [36] 83.8 82.4 65.2 40.1 81.2 33.1 - - -
SelectionGAN++ [81] 64.5 82.7 63.4 41.7 81.5 32.2 - - -

LGGAN [31] 68.4 83.0 57.7 41.6 81.8 31.6 - - -
LGGAN++ [29] 67.7 82.9 48.1 41.4 81.5 30.5 - - -

CC-FPSE [4] 65.5 82.3 54.3 43.7 82.9 31.7 41.6 70.7 19.2
SCG [82] 66.9 82.5 49.5 45.2 83.8 29.3 42.0 72.0 18.1

OASIS [53] 69.3 - 47.7 48.8 - 28.3 44.1 - 17.0
RESAIL [83] 69.7 83.2 45.5 49.3 84.8 30.2 44.7 73.1 18.3

SAFM [84] 70.4 83.1 49.5 50.1 86.6 32.8 43.3 73.4 24.6
PITI [85] - - - - - - - - 19.36

T2I-Adapter [86] - - - - - - - - 16.78
SDM [87] - - 42.1 - - 27.5 - - 15.9

ECGAN (Ours) 72.2 83.1 44.5 50.6 83.1 25.8 46.3 70.5 15.7
ECGAN++ (Ours) 73.3 (+1.1) 83.9 (+0.8) 42.2 (-2.3) 52.7 (+2.1) 85.9 (+2.8) 24.7 (-1.1) 47.9 (+1.6) 72.3 (+1.8) 14.9 (-0.8)

scale contrastive learning loss. The weights ws in Eq. (5) are
set to 1, 0.7, 0.4, and 0.1 in a decreasing way for feature maps
of strides 1, 4, 8, and 16, respectively. Moreover, in order to
balance the performance and efficiency, we adopt two cross-
scale contrastive learning in Eq. (6), i.e., (s4, s8) and (s4, s16).
We set both weights in Eq. (6) to 0.1.

Also, we follow the training procedures of GANs [12]
and alternatively train the generator G and discriminator
D, i.e., one gradient descent step on the discriminator and
generator alternately. We use the Adam solver [88] and set
β1=0, β2=0.999. λc, λs, λl, λf , and λp in Eq. (9) is set to 1,
1, 1, 10, and 10, respectively. All λ in both Eq. (8) and (9) are
set to 2. We conduct experiments on an NVIDIA DGX1 with
8 V100 GPUs.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Setups
Datasets. We follow GauGAN [6] and conduct experiments
on three datasets, i.e., Cityscapes [8], ADE20K [9], and
COCO-Stuff [10]. For more detail about these datasets,
please refer to GauGAN [6].
Evaluation Metrics. We employ the mean Intersection-over-
Union (mIoU), Pixel Accuracy (Acc), and Fréchet Inception

Distance (FID) [89] as the evaluation metrics. For more detail
about these evaluation metrics, please refer to GauGAN [6].

4.2 Experimental Results
Qualitative Comparisons. We adopt GauGAN as the en-
coder E to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Visual comparison results on all three datasets with
the state-of-the-art method (i.e., OASIS [53]) are shown in
Figure 6. We can see that ECGAN and ECGAN++ achieve
visually better results with fewer visual artifacts than the
existing state-of-the-art method. Examining Figure 6, it is
evident that the SOTA method produces numerous visual
artifacts across varied categories like vegetation, cars, buses,
roads, buildings, fences, beds, cabinets, curtains, elephants,
etc. In contrast, our approach generates significantly more
realistic content, as can be observed on both sides of the
figure. Moreover, the proposed methods generate more local
structures and details than the SOTA method.
User Study. We follow the same evaluation protocol as
GauGAN and conduct a user study. Specifically, we provide
the participants with an input layout and two generated
images from different models and ask them to choose the
generated image that looks more like a corresponding image
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Fig. 7: Edge and attention maps generated by the proposed method.

of the layout. The users are given unlimited time to make the
decision. For each comparison, we randomly generate 400
questions for each dataset, and each question is answered
by 10 different participants. For other methods, we use
the public code and pretrained models provided by the
authors to generate images. As shown in Table 1, users
favor our synthesized results on all three datasets compared
with other competing methods, further validating that the
generated images by ECGAN are more natural. Moreover,
we can see in Table 2 that users favor our synthesized results
by the proposed ECGAN++ compared with the proposed
ECGAN, validating the effectiveness of the proposed multi-
scale contrastive learning method.

Quantitative Comparisons. Although the user study is
more suitable for evaluating the quality of the generated
images, we also follow previous works and use mIoU, Acc,
and FID for quantitative evaluation. The results of the three
datasets are shown in Table 3. The proposed ECGAN and
ECGAN++ outperform other leading methods by a large
margin on all three datasets, validating the effectiveness of
the proposed methods.

Memory Usage. The proposed method is memory-efficient
compared to those methods which model the generation
of different image classes individuals such as LGGAN
[31]. Thus, we compare the memory usage during train-
ing/testing when the batch size is set to 1. The memory
(GB) of LGGAN on CityScapes (30 categories), ADE20K (150
categories), and COCO-Stuff (182 categories) datasets are
about 17.8, 23.9, and 28.1, respectively. The memory (GB)
of our proposed method on the Cityscapes, ADE20K, and
COCO-Stuff datasets is about 6.3, 5.6, and 5.9 respectively.
It is clear that LGGAN’s memory requirement significantly
escalates as category numbers increase, whereas our method

TABLE 4: Multi-modal synthesis evaluation on ADE20K.

Method Multi-Modal LPIPS ↑
GauGAN+ [6] Encoder 0.16
GauGAN+ [6] 3D Noise 0.50

OASIS [53] 3D Noise 0.35
ECGAN (Ours) Encoder 0.18
ECGAN (Ours) 3D Noise 0.52

ECGAN++ (Ours) Encoder 0.22
ECGAN++ (Ours) 3D Noise 0.54

maintains comparable memory demands. This advantage
becomes even more prominent when using larger batch
sizes, implying we can train/test the model with larger
batches on the same GPU devices.
Visualization of Edge and Attention Maps. We also visu-
alize the generated edge and attention maps in Figure 7. We
observe that the proposed method can generate reasonable
edge maps according to the input labels. Thus the generated
edge maps can provide more local structure information for
generating more photo-realistic images.
Visualization of Segmentation Maps. We follow GauGAN
and apply pre-trained segmentation networks [90], [91]
on the generated images to produce segmentation maps.
Results compared with the baseline method are shown in
Figure 8. We observe that the proposed method consistently
generates better semantic labels than the baseline on both
datasets.
Multi-Modal Image and Edge Synthesis. We follow Gau-
GAN [6] and apply a style encoder and a KL-Divergence
loss with a loss weight of 0.05 to enable multi-modal image
and edge synthesis. As shown in Figure 9, our model
generates different edges and images from the same input
layout, which we believe will benefit other tasks, e.g., im-
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Fig. 8: Segmentation layouts generated by the baseline and our proposed method. “Ours I” and “Ours II” stand for I ′ and
I ′′, respectively.

Fig. 9: Results generated by the proposed method for multi-modal image and edge synthesis.

age restoration [92], and image/video super-resolution [93],
[94]. Moreover, we follow OASIS [53] and use LPIPS [95] to
evaluate the variation in the multi-model image synthesis
on the ADE20K dataset. Following in OASIS, we generate
20 images and compute the mean pairwise scores, and then
average over all label maps. The higher the LPIPS scores, the
more diverse the generated images are. We follow OASIS
and GauGAN, and employ two settings (i.e., encoder and
3D noise) to evaluate multi-modal image synthesis. Table 4
shows that the proposed ECGAN and ECGAN++ achieve
better results than OASIS and GauGAN in both settings.
Note that existing methods (e.g., OASIS [53] and GauGAN
[6]) can only achieve multi-modal image synthesis.

Evaluation Focused on Small Objects. We report mIoU on
six small object categories of Cityscapes (i.e., pole, light,
sign, rider, mbike, and bike) in Table 5. Our ECGAN and
ECGAN++ generate better mIoU than the state-of-the-art
method (i.e., OASIS [53]) on all these small object classes.
We also show visualization results in Figure 10, clearly
confirming that the proposed method is highly capable of
preserving small objects in the output.

4.3 Ablation Study

Baselines. We conduct extensive ablation studies on three
datasets to evaluate different components of the proposed
method. Our method has 7 baselines (i.e., B1, B2, B3, B4,
B5, B6, B7) as shown in Table 6: B1 means only using the
encoder E and the proposed image generator Gi to synthe-
size the targeted images; B2 means adopting the proposed
image generator Gi and edge generator Ge to produce both
edge maps and images simultaneously; B3 connects the
image generator Gi and the edge generator Ge by using
the proposed attention guided edge transfer module Gt;
B4 employs the proposed semantic preserving module Gs

to further improve the quality of the final results. B5 uses
the proposed label generator Gl to produce the label from
the generated image and then calculate the similarity loss
between the generated label and the real one. B6 uses the
proposed pixel-wise contrastive learning and class-specific
pixel generation methods to capture more semantic rela-
tions by explicitly exploring the structures of labeled pixels
from multiple input semantic layouts. B7 uses the proposed
multi-scale contrastive learning method proposed in Eq. (5)
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Fig. 10: Visualization of small object generation on Cityscapes.

TABLE 5: mIoU of small objects on Cityscapes.

mIoU ↑ Pole Light Sign Rider Mbike Bike Overall

OASIS [53] 23.4 32.6 14.9 27.3 31.2 26.6 26.0
ECGAN (Ours) 26.2 36.7 17.4 30.2 33.5 28.7 28.8
ECGAN++ (Ours) 26.7 37.0 17.9 30.8 34.2 29.5 29.4

TABLE 6: Ablation study of the proposed method on Cityscapes, ADE20K, and COCO-Stuff.

# Setting Cityscapes ADE20K COCO-Stuff

mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓ mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓ mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓
B1 E+Gi 58.6 81.4 65.7 36.9 78.5 38.2 36.8 65.1 24.5
B2 E+Gi+Ge 60.2 81.7 61.0 38.7 79.2 36.3 37.5 66.3 22.9
B3 E+Gi+Ge+Gt 61.5 82.0 59.0 40.6 80.3 34.6 39.1 67.0 21.7
B4 E+Gi+Ge+Gt+Gs 64.5 82.5 57.1 42.0 82.0 32.4 41.4 68.2 19.8
B5 E+Gi+Ge+Gt+Gs+Gl 66.8 82.7 52.2 45.8 82.4 29.9 43.7 69.1 17.6
B6 E+Gi+Ge+Gt+Gs+Gl+Gc 72.2 83.1 44.5 50.6 83.1 25.8 46.3 70.5 15.7
B7 E+Gi+Ge+Gt+Gs+Gl+Gc+Eq. (5) 72.8 83.5 43.7 51.6 84.3 25.3 47.1 71.4 15.4
B8 E+Gi+Ge+Gt+Gs+Gl+Gc+Eq. (5)+Eq. (6) 73.3 83.9 42.2 52.7 85.9 24.7 47.9 72.3 14.9

Fig. 11: Visualization of the differences after the edge-guided
refinement in Eq. (1).

to learn more semantic relations from multi-scale features.
B8 is our full model and uses the proposed cross-scale
contrastive learning method proposed in Eq. (6) to learn
more semantic relations from cross-scale features. As shown
in Table 6, each proposed module improves the performance
on all three metrics, validating the effectiveness.
Effect of Edge Guided Generation Strategy. When using
the edge generator Ge to produce the corresponding edge
map from the input label, performance on all evaluation
metrics is improved. We also provide several visualization
results of the differences (see Eq. (1)) after the edge-guided
refinement in Figure 11.
Effect of Edge Extraction Methods. We also conduct experi-
ments on Cityscapes with HED [96], leading to the following

results: 56.7 (FID), 64.5 (mIoU), and 82.3 (Acc), which are
slightly worse than the results of Canny in Table 6. The
reason is that the edges from HED are very thick and cannot
accurately represent the edge of objects. It also ignores some
local details since it focuses on extracting the contours of
objects. Thus, HED is unsuitable for our setting as we aim
to generate more local details/structures. Moreover, we see
in Figure 12 that the generated HED edges contain artifacts,
as indicated in the red boxes, which makes the generated
images tend to have blurred edges.

Effect of Attention Guided Edge Transfer Module. We
observe that the implicitly learned edge structure informa-
tion by the “E+Gi+Ge” baseline is not enough for such a
challenging task. Thus we further adopt the transfer module
Gt to transfer useful edge structure information from the
edge generation branch to the image generation branch. We
observe that performance gains are obtained on the mIoU,
Acc, and FID metrics in all three datasets. This means that
Gt indeed learns rich feature representations with more
convincing structure cues and details and then transfers
them from the generator Ge to the generator Gi.

Effect of Semantic Preserving Module. By adding Gs,
the overall performance is further boosted on all the three
datasets. This means Gs indeed learns and highlights class-
specific semantic feature maps, leading to better generation
results. In Figure 8, we show some samples of the gener-
ated semantic maps. We observe that the semantic maps
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Fig. 12: HED vs. Canny edge extraction.

Fig. 13: Comparison results of ECGAN and ECGAN++ on
four datasets.

produced by the results with Gs (i.e., “Label by Ours II”
in Figure 8) are more accurate than those without using Gs

(“Label by Ours I” in Figure 8). Moreover, we visualize three
channels in F ′

on Cityscapes in Figure 3(right), i.e., road,
car, and vegetation. Each channel learns well the class-level
deep representations.
Effect of Similarity Loss. By adding the proposed label
generator Gl and similarity loss, the overall performance
is further boosted on all three metrics. This means the
proposed similarity loss indeed captures more intra-class
and inter-class semantic dependencies, leading to better
semantic layouts in the generated images.
Effect of Contrastive Learning. When adopting the pro-

TABLE 7: Weight ws selection for the multi-scale contrastive
learning loss in Eq. (5).

ws mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 72.8 83.3 43.9
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 72.7 83.4 43.7
1.0 0.7 0.4 0.1 73.3 83.9 42.2

TABLE 8: Cross-scale pair selection for the cross-scale con-
trastive learning loss in Eq. (6).

Pairs Setting mIoU ↑ Acc ↑ FID ↓
0 - 72.8 83.5 43.7
1 (s4, s8) 73.0 83.6 43.2
2 (s4, s8), (s4, s16) 73.3 83.9 42.2

posed pixel-wise contrastive learning module Gc and class-
specific pixel generation method to produce the results, the
results are significantly improved on all three datasets on
all three evaluation metrics. This means that the model does
indeed learn a more discriminative class-specific feature
representation, confirming the superiority of our design.
ECGAN vs. ECGAN++. We provide user study results in
Table 2. We can see that users favor the results generated by
ECGAN++ on all three datasets compared with those results
generated by ECGAN. We also provide quantitative com-
parison results of ECGAN [11] and ECGAN++ in Tables 3
and 6. ECGAN++ achieves better results than ECGAN on
all metrics on all the datasets. Specifically, We see in Table 6
that B7 has better results than B6 on all datasets, and B8 has
better results than B7 on the evaluation metrics, which veri-
fies the effectiveness of our proposed multi-scale contrastive
learning loss (Eq. (5)) and cross-scale contrastive learning
loss (Eq. (6)). Moreover, we note that ECGAN++ generates
better results than ECGAN on the four datasets (including
a face dataset CelebAMask-HQ [97]), as shown in Figure
13. Finally, we compare the results of both ECGAN and
ECGAN++ on the multi-model synthesis and small object
generation evaluations in Table 4 and 5, respectively. We
can see that ECGAN++ achieves much better results than
ECGAN on both multi-model synthesis and small object
generation evaluations, which verifies the effectiveness of
the proposed multi-scale contrastive learning method.
Hyper-Parameter Selection. We also investigate the influ-
ence of ws in Eq. (5) on the performance of our model. The
results of Cityscapes are shown in Table 7. We see that the
proposed method achieves the best results when applying a
decreasing function (i.e., 1.0, 0.7, 0.4, 0.1) to the weights ac-
cording to the output stride. Moreover, we conduct ablation
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study experiments on the Cityscapes dataset to choose the
number of cross-scale pairs in Eq. (6). The results are shown
in Table 8, showing that two cross-scale pairs achieve the
best results. Considering the balance of training time and
performance, we do not consider increasing the number of
cross-scale pairs.

5 CONCLUSION

We propose a novel framework for semantic image synthe-
sis. It introduces four core components: edge guided image
generation strategy, attention guided edge transfer module,
semantic preserving module, and multi-scale contrastive
learning module. The first one is employed to generate edge
maps from input semantic labels. The second one is used to
selectively transfer the useful structure information from the
edge branch to the image branch. The third one is adopted
to alleviate the problem of spatial resolution losses caused
by different operations in the deep nets. The last one is uti-
lized to investigate global-local semantic relations between
training pixels from different scales, guiding pixel embed-
dings toward cross-image category-discriminative repre-
sentations. Extensive experiments on three public datasets
show that the proposed methods achieve significantly better
results than existing models.

Although our method achieves good results on different
datasets, our method also has a limitation, that is, it needs
to be retrained on different datasets. In future work, we will
design a new framework that can achieve good results on
different datasets with only one training, which saves train-
ing time and training resources and is also more convenient
to deploy to reality in the application.
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